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ABSTRACT

Advances in video coding and networking technologies have
paved the way for the Multi-View Video (MVV) streaming.
However, large amounts of data and dynamic network condi-
tions result in frequent network congestion, which may pre-
vent video packets from being delivered on time. As a conse-
quence, the 3D viewing experience may be degraded signifi-
cantly, unless quality-aware adaptation methods are deployed.
There is no research work to discuss the MVV adaptation of
decision strategy or provide a detailed analysis of a dynamic
network environment. This work addresses the mentioned is-
sues for MVV streaming over HTTP for emerging multi-view
displays. In this research work, the effect of various adap-
tations of decision strategies are evaluated and, as a result, a
new quality-aware adaptation method is designed. The pro-
posed method is benefiting from layer based video coding in
such a way that high Quality of Experience (QoE) is main-
tained in a cost-effective manner. The conducted experimen-
tal results on MVV streaming using the proposed strategy are
showing that the perceptual 3D video quality, under adverse
network conditions, is enhanced significantly as a result of the
proposed quality-aware adaptation.

Index Terms— 3D, multi-view video, scalable coding,
QoE, adaptation of decision strategy, analysis of dynamic net-
work.

1. INTRODUCTION

The 3D viewing experience is enhanced using the form of
Multi-View Video (MVV) [1], [2] and Super Multi-View
(SMV) video [3], which offer an immersive user experience
via motion parallax. MVV technology captures more than
two views of the same scene from different perspectives. As
the number of the captured views increases, the transmission
of a potentially significant number of views requires massive
bandwidth that is beyond the present Internet capacity.

The new 3D video coding standard, the 3D extension of
HEVC (3D-HEVC) [4] addresses the generation of additional
views from some color texture views with their associated
depth maps. The aim is to use multi-view displays with tens

of output views from several camera feeds. However, addi-
tional view generation techniques at the receiver side struggle
mainly with view synthesis artifacts and occlusion problems.
Furthermore, the increasingly complex prediction dependen-
cies among views reduce the robustness of the MVV stream
against transmission errors.

Related works: Adaptive streaming is based on adapting
the bandwidth required by the video to dynamically changing
bandwidth on the network [5], [6]. To produce reliable MVV
streaming, Savas et al. proposed an adaptive MVV streaming
over Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks [7]. The work focuses on
whether reducing the quality of all views or keeping a subset
of views and synthesizing the missing views to achieve better
results. However, the overall visual quality suffers from se-
vere artifacts on the synthesized views [8]. Similarly, Toni et
al. in [9] enhance the average user satisfaction by selecting
optimal encoding parameters. The selection of the adaptation
representations is modeled in such a way that both the com-
pression and spatial scaling artifacts are minimized.

Contributions: Recent works on network adaptation
methods have focused on MPEG-DASH [10], [11], and P2P
networks [12], [13] and there has been no direct focus on
the adaptation of decision strategy and analysis over a dy-
namic network environment. In this work, we propose a
quality-aware adaptation solution to achieve smooth MVV
playback quality. In this way, the client can increase/decrease
the 3D visual quality incrementally. The MPEG-DASH stan-
dard [14] and view reconstruction method [10] architecture
have been adopted in our proposed method, however,

1. We designed a new layer-based quality with the view
scaling adaptation method at the receiver side. Accord-
ing to the bandwidth capacity, either the coding layers
of all views or a subset of views were discarded by the
client. The missing views were then reconstructed with
high quality at the receiver side.

2. We extended our evaluation using more, and different
MVV sequences, and conducted formal subjective test-
ing campaign according to the ITU-T BT.500-13 rec-
ommendation for laboratory environment [15].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section



2 presents a detailed description of the proposed adaptation
system, including layer-based MVV coding and the designed
adaptation method. Section 3 presents the experimental re-
sults and discussions, which are followed by the concluding
remarks in Section 4.

2. THE PROPOSED ADAPTATION SYSTEM

The HTTP server consists of four distinct elements: the Me-
dia Presentation Description (MPD), the chunks, the Look-
Up Table (LUT), and the Side Information (SI). The MPD in-
cludes the manifest of the adaptation strategy and is discussed
in Section 2.1. The chunks comprise the encoded streams in
the form of self-decodable transmission packets. The LUT is
created in the HTTP server and is downloaded by the client
before starting the playback. The SI contains the LUT index
values of the optimum weighting factors to estimate discarded
stream(s) from delivered ones, as described in Section 2.2.

In the proposed system, layer-based video coding is in-
tegrated; so that, the 3D visual performance is further im-
proved. Two different quality coding layers, a base and an
enhancement, are generated for each view to achieve smooth
streaming under adverse network conditions.

The method is undertaken by either discarding a subset of
views or by removing the enhancement layer of views. For
instance, MVV streams can be decoded at the lowest quality
only if the base layer of MVV sequences are delivered to the
client. In contrast, when the enhancement layer is given, the
highest MVV quality can be streamed to the client.

First, the client obtains the pre-estimated adaptation strat-
egy (MPD) through HTTP. This data enables the client to
select the appropriate set of encoded bit-streams during the
streaming session. Depending on the network throughput and
its cost-quality criterion, the proposed adaptation strategy fo-
cuses on whether to reduce the quality of all views or to keep
a subset of views and recover the discarded views. The SI,
utilized to recover the discarded streams with high quality, is
defined according to the metadata estimation process.

2.1. Integration of the Layer-Based MVV Coding

As illustrated in Figure 1, each view is encoded into a base
layer and an enhancement layer, which are indicated as Lb

and Le, respectively. For instance, if the enhancement layer
is discarded for adaptation purposes, the remaining base layer
is still decodable, but it will produce inferior quality.

Lb comprises all available views’ base layers, Lb = { L1
b ,

. . . ,LM
b }. Le also contains all available views’ enhancement

layers, Le = { L1
e , . . . , LM

e }, where M is the number of
available views. Each quality layer is further structured based
on view scalable adaptation sets that include various chunk
bit-rates. Since the Le depends on the Lb for decoding, this
dependency is defined in the MPD.

Fig. 1: The proposed MVV adaptation organisation.

In this scheme, Λb and Λe denote the bit-rate allocations
of the Lb and the Le, respectively. To achieve a significant
bit-rate reduction as a result of adaptation, Λb is selected as
two times Λe. Each layer is split and distributed into a differ-
ent subset of view representations. Therefore, the client can
enhance the 3D visual quality of a chunk incrementally by
downloading a new bit-stream.

2.2. Metadata Estimation

The cross-correlation method [16] and Depth Image Based
Rendering (DIBR) [17] techniques are utilized in the view
blending process in such a way that the depth-aided image
interpolation quality is superior to that of the synthesised
view. This model recovers the discarded views, n where
n 6= {1,M}, with the smallest possible pixel error in relation
to its uncompressed original representation, as mathemati-
cally described in Equation (1): w1
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where E [·] represents the normalized expectation value,
w expresses the weighting factor of each block for each view,
B̃x describes the projected block of the xth view.

To design LUT, the K-means algorithm is applied to the
estimated weighting factors. Thus, each weighting factor (w)
forms coefficient vectors in the LUT, which is encoded using
an l-bit codeword. To obtain the optimum coefficient vec-
tors, each vector’s reconstruction quality is compared with all
candidate vectors in the LUT. Then, the candidate that results
in the highest-quality index value (i) is selected. The index
value of each computed coefficient vector that corresponds to
each computed block is embedded in the SI.



Table 1: Adaptation decision plan

Level Method
1st Enhanced quality views (Lb plus Le)
2nd Lb only
3rd Lb with view discarding

2.3. Dynamic Adaptation Using HTTP

Table 1 summarizes the adaptation decision plan, which is
obtained as a result of the evaluations in Section 3. Adapta-
tion starts from the maximum quality level, where all color
texture views and their depth maps are delivered. Then, in
the next level, Le is discarded for transmission, and only Lb

is distributed over the network. As a result of this process,
the visual quality is reduced, but it is still acceptable to drive
multi-view displays. In the final level, some views are sacri-
ficed for the transmission, and instead, the SI stream is deliv-
ered. In doing so, missing views are reconstructed with the
help of the SI and all delivered adjacent views at the receiver.

To determine the subset of views to be delivered at the
3rd decision level, priority information is assigned to each
view. The priority information is derived from the classifica-
tion with the aim of minimizing the distortion of discarded
chunks subject to the limited overall SI bit-budget (Ra). The
overall cost minimization function is described in Equation
(2):

argmin
k
P (k) = Ds(k) + λ ·R(k), R(k) < Ra (2)

where R(k) is the overall transmitted bit-rate after dis-
carding some of the views (including the bit-rate of the SI)
and Ds(k) is the average reconstruction distortion of all dis-
carded view(s), which is estimated using Mean Square Error
(MSE). λ is the Lagrangian multiplier, which was set exper-
imentally. After the priority information is assigned to each
chunk of the MVV representation, the MPD is formed.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Simulation Setup

The experiments were conducted using five adjacent color
texture views and depth maps from five (M=5) different
MPEG test sequences [18]. The evaluated test sequences
were as follows: BookArrival (resolution: 1024×768),
Newspaper (1024×768), Champagne (1280×960), Café
(1920×1080), and PoznanStreet (1920×1080).

Each view was encoded with Lb and Le, using SHM v6.0
[19]. All layers were coded using hierarchical B-frames with
a Group Of Picture (GOP) size of 16 pictures, which is the
size of the transmission chunk. In this work, the Quantization
Parameter (QP) was set to 26 for Lb, and the QP value for Le

was calculated according to Λb = 2 · Λe bit-rate allocation.
The depth map bit-rates were fixed at a percentage of 20% of
the corresponding color texture bit-rates.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed adaptation
system in a congested network environment, MPEG-DASH
[20] was utilized in the sever-client setup [21]. Moreover,
to verify the performance over HTTP, another view adapta-
tion method, the MPEG View Synthesized Reference Soft-
ware (VSRS) [22], without additional SI, was incorporated as
a reference. This reference adaptation scheme employed the
same adaptation method as the proposed adaptive system for
unbiased comparison.

PSNR was employed as the criterion to evaluate the ob-
jective streaming quality. In addition, subjective tests were
undertaken in accordance with ITU-R BT.500-13 [15]. The
Single-Stimulus Continuous Quality Evaluation (SSCQE)
method was used for subjective assessments with an auto-
stereoscopic display. In total, 18 non-expert observers (12
man and six women) participated in the test. Each test ses-
sion started after a short training and an instruction session.
Each subjective assessment session lasted up to half an hour.

3.2. Adaptation Decision Strategy

The subjective analysis in terms of the Mean Opinion Score
(MOS) is presented for each MVV content in subjective as-
sessment sessions. In this analysis, MVV sequences were
tested with six different adaptation test cases:

1. All Le streams were transmitted for each view.

2. Only Lb streams were transmitted for each view (i.e.,
all Le streams were discarded).

3. A view was discarded and reconstructed with the help
of the proposed view reconstruction method and avail-
able Le streams.

4. A view was discarded and reconstructed with the help
of the proposed view reconstruction method and avail-
able Lb streams.

5. A view was discarded and reconstructed with the help
of the MPEG VSRS and available Le streams.

6. A view was discarded, and reconstructed with the help
of the MPEG VSRS and available Lb streams.

The first adaptation test case represents Case 1 in Table 1,
where the bit-rate requirement is sufficiently high to stream
MVV content at all times. Moreover, the second adaptation
level in Table 1 was tested in Case 2. For the last four test
cases, the third adaptation level was utilized to discard a view
and to estimate it using the proposed view reconstruction and
MPEG VSRS methods.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the subjective ratings
obtained for the adaptation test patterns taken into account,



Fig. 2: Comparison of the subjective assessment results of six
different adaptation test cases.

along with the 95% confidence interval for each test se-
quence. As shown in the figure, the highest subjective score
is obtained by Case 1, where the enhanced versions of the
sequences are streamed at all times. Furthermore, it is appar-
ent that Case 2’s score takes the second place for all MVV
sequences. In addition, the impact of discarding Le for Case
2 is less severe for the Café and PoznanStreet sequences
than for the others. Both contents have similar motion ac-
tivity for color texture views and the same video resolution
(1920×1080). It is observed that the compression artifacts
are more perceptible at smaller resolutions compared to the
larger resolution sequences.

The view-discarding option is evaluated subjectively be-
tween Cases 3 and 6. As mentioned previously, this option
results in a significant bit-rate reduction. However, more per-
ceptual distortions are caused in the latter case, as demon-
strated by the subjective scores. It should be noted that this
step is the last operation in the proposed adaptation strat-
egy. Regarding view discarding, the experiment results show
that the proposed view reconstruction method provides higher
subjective scores compared to the MPEG VSRS for each con-
tent.

The overall subjective scores demonstrate a clear pattern
of MOS values for all the MVV content. It confirms that
the objective observation of the adaptation-decision strategy
shown in Table 1 is consistent with the subjective experiment
results.

3.3. Analysis over the Dynamic Network Environment

To evaluate the impact of the designed adaptation strategy, a
test pattern with instantaneous network throughput changes is
used as plotted in Figure 3. The proposed adaptation engine
switches between different states according to the available
bandwidth. In this test, MPEG VSRS was used as the adapta-
tion reference, where MVV temporal chunks were discarded
selectively based on their synthesis quality.

All encoded streams, which were 6.95, 3.99, 5.49, 4.8,
and 8.57 Mpbs for the BookArrival, Newspaper, Champagne,

Fig. 3: Bandwidth capacity of the tested client in the network.

Café, and PoznanStreet sequences, respectively, were divided
into chunks and stored at the server.

Table 2: Objective (PSNR) and subjective (MOS) compari-
son of the adaptation methods.

Sequence Method Quality Measure
PSNR (dB) MOS

BookArrival
Proposed method 37.91 73.75
MPEG VSRS 36.80 58.87

Newspaper
Proposed method 38.91 63.93
MPEG VSRS 37.82 57.46

ChampagneTower
Proposed method 40.46 78.42
MPEG VSRS 38.77 56.12

Café
Proposed method 41.36 58.56
MPEG VSRS 39.14 52.42

PoznanStreet
Proposed method 36.35 64.62
MPEG VSRS 35.07 59.15

Table 2 provides a comparison of the objective and subjec-
tive scores, reported as an average of all the views, including
both delivered and discarded/reconstructed ones. The results
show that the proposed adaptation method outperforms the
reference method consistently, both objectively and subjec-
tively, in all test conditions.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new quality-aware MVV streaming over
HTTP was introduced, to address the adaptation of a deci-
sion strategy and provide a detailed analysis in a dynamic
network environment. One of the main contributions of the
proposed method was a quality-aware adaptation based on a
client-server model. To facilitate a quality-aware bandwidth-
adaptation mechanism, the proposed adaptation strategy was
implemented either by decreasing the number of transmitted
views or discarding the enhancement layer of all the avail-
able views. The proposed adaptation method was evaluated
using a prototype DASH client and MPEG view synthe-
sis method for MVV. Simulation results showed that the
proposed adaptation strategy yields a superior and smooth
playback performance under dynamic network conditions.
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